affirmation definition of affirmation at dictionary com - affirmation definition the act or an instance of affirming state of being affirmed see more, affirmation definition of affirmation by merriam webster - affirmation definition is the act of affirming how to use affirmation in a sentence, affirmation definition of affirmation by the free dictionary - at the expiration of that term the morning being very bright and sunny he was heard to address himself to the horses in the stable upon the subject of the kettle so often mentioned in these pages and before the witness who overheard him could run into the house with the intelligence and add to it upon his solemn affirmation the statement that he had heard him laugh the bird himself, affirmation legal definition of affirmation legal dictionary - affirmation a solemn and formal declaration of the truth of a statement such as an affidavit or the actual or prospective testimony of a witness or a party that takes the place of an oath an affirmation is also used when a person cannot take an oath because of religious convictions affirmationn noun absolute assertion acquiescence affirmativo, affirmation definition of affirmation by medical dictionary - affirmation a fer m sh n the stage in autosuggestion in which one exhibits a positive reactive tendency l affirmatio fr affirm to make strong fr firmus strong, affirmation synonyms affirmation antonyms merriam - 9 synonyms of affirmation from the merriam webster thesaurus plus 12 related words definitions and antonyms find another word for affirmation, affirmation what is an affirmation definition of the - according to the english american dictionary to affirm is to state that something is true when applied to the spiritual life an affirmation is a statement of truth which one aspires to absorb into his life